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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL - UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
NEW PROGRAM REPORT FROM THE GRADUATE COUNCIL TO THE
FACULTY SENATE
CURRICULAR REPORT 2019-2020-2; 7 October 2019

At Meeting No. 524 held on 07 October 2019, the Graduate Council approved the attached
proposal that is now submitted to the Faculty Senate.

SECTION I
ABSTRACT AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
ABSTRACT (modified from proposal)
The Graduate Council approved a proposal from the College Health Sciences to create a new
Ph.D. program in Health Sciences. The Ph.D. in Health Sciences is a college-wide degree
with faculty from multiple departments/programs in the College of Health Sciences including
Communicative Disorders (CMD), Human Development and Family Studies (HDF), Kinesiology
(KIN), and Nutrition and Food Sciences (NFS). The program will focus on health, wellness, and
quality of life across the lifespan.

BACKGROUND (modified from proposal)
The proposed Ph.D. program in Health Sciences will serve as a unique mechanism to provide
high quality, collaborative, interprofessional training in one of the most critical areas of study
today. The potential impact that research in health sciences will have on improving the quality of
life of the population of Rhode Island, the rest of the nation, and internationally, is certainly in
keeping with URI’s stated mission of civic involvement as well as intellectual leadership. A
minimum of 72 credit hours post-baccalaureate is required for the Ph.D. There are four subplans (CMD, HDF, KIN, NFS) that align with the four disciplines that make up this program.
Students will take 6 credits of disciplinary (related to sub-plan) course work. All dissertation
credits are taken within the subplan. Up to 30 credits from a previously-earned master’s degree
in CMD, HDF, KIN, and NFS can be applied toward the PhD. A minimum of 42 credits must be
taken at the University of Rhode Island. Required course work, research credits and dissertation
credits depend on the preparation and study plan of the individual student.

SECTION II
RECOMMENDATION
The Graduate Council approved the proposal to create a new Ph.D. program in Health
Sciences at its Meeting No. 524 held on 07 October 2019, and forwards it to the Faculty
Senate with a recommendation for approval.

A Proposal for: Establishing a Ph.D. degree in Health Sciences
Date: February 15, 2019
A.

PROGRAM INFORMATION
A1. Name of institution
University of Rhode Island
A2. Name of department, division, school or college
Participating Departments: Communicative Disorders, Human Development and Family
Studies, Kinesiology, and Nutrition and Food Sciences
College: College of Health Sciences
A3. Title of proposed program and Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) code
Program title: Ph.D. in Health Sciences
Classification code (CIP): 51.0000
A4. Intended initiation date of program change. Include anticipated date for granting first
degrees or certificates, if appropriate.
Initiation date: September 2020
Anticipated first degrees granted: May 2021
A5. Intended location of the program
College of Health Sciences
A6. Description of institutional review and approval process
Departments:
College: CHS Curriculum Committee
College: Faculty
CAC/Graduate Council
Faculty Senate
President of the University

Approval Date
Spring 2018
11/30/2018
12/07/2018

A7. Summary description of proposed program (not to exceed 2 pages)
Health Sciences is a rapidly changing and evolving discipline, requiring highly trained, critical
thinkers to solve some of society’s biggest health-related problems. The Ph.D. in Health
Sciences is a college-wide degree with faculty from multiple departments/programs in the
College of Health Sciences including but not limited to Communicative Disorders (CMD),
Human Development and Family Studies (HDF), Kinesiology (KIN), and Nutrition and Food
Sciences (NFS). The program will focus on health, wellness, and quality of life across the
lifespan. Research will bring together faculty and students to solve important health-related
problems through a mix of basic, applied and translational science. The program allows
students the opportunity to gain experience in the various disciplines that make up health

sciences and provides them with the opportunity for advanced content knowledge and in-depth
training in one discipline or area of study. As part of the College of Health Sciences, the
existing PhD program in Psychology will remain a separate degree, but faculty will have the
opportunity to contribute to and enhance the proposed PhD in Health Sciences.
Students are eligible to apply for this program after earning a master’s degree in a health-related
field. Individualized plans of study will be designed for each student upon acceptance into the
program. All students will complete coursework, conduct research, and write a dissertation
related to their area of interest (see Section E for curriculum). Contributing to student success is
training in our cutting-edge research laboratories and clinics, such as the Speech and Hearing
Center, Human Performance Laboratory, Lipid Laboratory, Bone Density Laboratory, Energy
Balance Laboratory, Motion Analysis Laboratory, and Child Development Center, to name a
few. Upon completion of the program, graduates will have depth and breadth of training and
instruction in the health sciences as well as advanced clinical and laboratory skills and
significant research experience.
A8. Signature of the President

David M. Dooley
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A9. Person to contact during the proposal review
Name: Deborah Riebe
Title: Associate Dean, College of Health Sciences
Phone: 874-5444
Email: debriebe@uri.edu
A10. List and attach any signed agreements for any cooperative arrangements made with
other institutions/agencies or private companies in support of the program.
N/A
B.

RATIONALE: There should be a demonstrable need for the program.
The University of Rhode Island is the only public research university serving the population of
Rhode Island. There is a demand from the residents of the state for programs that allow them to
participate in advanced training and preparation for high paying jobs in the academic and
corporate arenas of health. This program is directly aligned with the state’s efforts to further
develop a knowledge-based economy, and advances the University’s emphasis on health
programs.
The University has spent considerable effort in setting the stage for better cooperation and
coordination across health-related programs. The Academic Health Collaborative, the newly
formed College of Health Sciences and the Institute for Integrated Health and Innovation are all
recent positive steps that have occurred; an advanced degree (PhD) in the Health Sciences, with
focused as well as collaborative and interdisciplinary efforts from multiple departments is the
next step for the University and the State of Rhode Island.
B1. State the program objectives.
1. To support research and advanced training in a diverse range of health-related programs
2. To meet societal needs
a. There is a critical and increasing shortage of highly qualified Ph.D. faculty prepared
to perform research and provide cutting edge training for the next generation of
students.
b. Improve the health and wellness of all individuals across the lifespan.
3. To enhance collaborative involvement in research and didactic training across the college.
B2. Explain and quantify the needs addressed by this program, and present evidence that the
program fulfills these needs.
a. What is the economic need and workforce data related to the program?
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The number of unfilled PhD faculty vacancies in health-related disciplines is significant
and growing, caused by both an expansion of entry-level programs and significant
numbers of retiring PhD faculty. For example, in Communicative Disorders, estimates are
that 29% of faculty openings between 2014 and 2019 will remain unfilled (2013 CSD
Education Survey).
With societal challenges such as the aging population, obesity, health disparities, poor
nutrition, developmental disabilities, and low levels of physical activity, there is a need
for both researchers and highly trained workforce leaders to protect and improve the
health and wellness of the public. Careers in health sciences are expected to see
substantial growth of the next decade and into the future. According to the U.S.
Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics, the field of health sciences is expected
to have a job growth rate of 11 percent between 2012 and 2022.
b. Provide information on jobs available as a result of successfully completing the
certificate or degree: job titles, job outlook/growth, and salaries.
Employment opportunities for graduates in the university and other research
environments are expected to be large and continue to grow. Many opportunities outside
of higher education and research exist, such as Medical Science Liaison, Research
Scientist, Medical Communication Specialist, Medical and Health Manager, Executive
Director of Medical Fitness, private industry, and federal and state agencies such as the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Department of Health.
According to the Chronicle of Higher Education, on October 1, 2018 there were 411 full
time faculty positions available in the disciplines associated with this degree. Examples
of other career paths, salaries, and the job outlook include: Medical and Health Services
Manager (median salary $98,350; job outlook 2016 to 2026, 20% increase), Health
Research Scientist (median salary $82,090; job outlook 2016 to 2026, 13% increase);
Health Specialties Education (median salary 90,840; job outlook (2014-2024, 19%
increase); Postsecondary Teachers (median salary $76,000; job outlook 2016-2026,
15%).
B3. If an external advisory or steering committee was used to develop the program, identify
committee members and their affiliations and describe the committee’s role.
N/A. The program was developed by an internal committee made up of representatives from
all departments across the College of Health Sciences.
C.

INSTITUTIONAL ROLE: The program should be clearly related to the published role and
mission of the institution and be compatible with other programs and activities of the
institution.
C1. Explain how the program is consistent with the published role and mission of the
institution and how it is related to the institution’s academic planning.
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In keeping with the University of Rhode Island’s status as the state’s public research
university, the proposed Ph.D. program in Health Sciences will serve as a unique mechanism
to provide high quality, collaborative, interprofessional training in one of the most critical
areas of study today. The potential impact that research in health sciences will have on
improving the quality of life of the population of Rhode Island, the rest of the nation, and
internationally, is certainly in keeping with URI’s stated mission of civic involvement as well
as intellectual leadership. Leadership in the fields of the health sciences requires a means to
draw individuals to URI for doctoral-level study to take advantage of the expertise found in
the departments of the College of Health Sciences. By offering a creative framework to foster
systematic production of cutting-edge research, a Ph.D. program in Health Sciences will
promote URI’s mission to stimulate both learning and community engagement. At the same
time, the preparation of future leaders in the fields of health sciences will ensure a lasting
legacy of scholarship. Development of a Ph.D. program in Health Sciences is a logical next
step following the formation of the College of Health Sciences.
C2. Explain the relationship of the program to other programs offered by the
institution.
Students in the Health Sciences Ph.D. program will have the option to take courses in the
Department of Psychology, Department of Computer Science and Statistics, School of
Education, and College of Nursing (see Section E). Doctoral students can choose to take
courses across academic departments throughout URI. Because of the effect of lifestyle on the
brain and cognition, it is likely that there will be collaborations with the Interdisciplinary
Neuroscience Program.
D.

INTER-INSTITUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS: The program should be consistent with all
policies of the Council on Postsecondary Education pertaining to the coordination and
collaboration between public institutions of higher education.
D1. List similar programs offered in the state and region, and compare the objectives of
similar programs. If similar programs exist, how is this program different or why is
duplication necessary?
Four departments are collaborating to create the Ph.D. in Health Sciences. To address question
D1, we will first consider existing Ph.D. programs in the four individual departments and
programs included in the proposed joint Ph.D. program within the state and in other land grant
universities in the New England region:
•
•
•
•

Communicative Disorders: Ph.D. program at UMass Amherst, University of
Connecticut, Boston University
Human Development and Family Studies at Tufts University
Kinesiology: Ph.D. programs at UConn, UMass Boston, UMass Amherst
Nutrition and Food Sciences – URI currently has seven NFS Ph.D. students enrolled in
the Biological and Environmental Sciences program in the College of the
5

Environmental Life Sciences. Other Ph.D. programs at UConn, U Maine and UMass
Amherst.
Because of the need for Ph.D. programs in these academic areas, we have developed a Ph.D. in
Health Sciences that builds on the strengths of our departments. The proposed Ph.D. program
differs from established programs because it combines content areas to take a college-wide
approach to understanding some of the most important health issues of today through an
interdisciplinary seminar course and the potential for interdisciplinary research. At the same
time, the program offers students with the opportunity for advanced content knowledge and indepth training in one discipline (see section E1).
D2.
Estimate the projected impact of program on other public higher education
institutions in Rhode Island (e.g. loss of students or revenues), provide a rationale for the
assumptions made in the projections, and indicate the manner in which the other public
institutions were consulted in developing the projections. Have you communicated with
other institutions about the development of this program and have any concerns been
raised related to role, scope, and mission or duplication?
This proposal is not expected to have an impact on other public higher education institutions in
Rhode Island. The Community College of Rhode Island (CCRI) does not offer doctoral
programs. Rhode Island College’s (RIC) doctoral programs are limited to a Doctor of Nursing
Practice (DNP) and the joint URI/RIC Ph.D. program in Education. Because there is no
expected impact at CCRI or RIC, we have not communicated with these institutions. Brown
University, Johnson and Wales University, Bryant University, Roger Williams University and
Providence College do not offer a Ph.D. in Health Sciences. Brown University has a Ph.D. in
Health Services, but the focus of that program is on the healthcare industry which is quite
different than the proposed program. Students in the Master’s in Public Health program at
Brown University may have interest in this Ph.D. program.
D3. Using the format prescribed by the Council on Postsecondary Education, describe
provisions for transfer students (into or out of the program) at other Rhode Island public
institutions of higher education. Describe any transfer agreements with independent
institutions. The institution must also submit either a Joint Admissions Agreement
transition plan or the reason(s) the new program is not transferable (see Procedure for
Strengthening the Articulation/Transfer Component of the Review Process for New
Programs ).
N/A. No similar Ph.D. programs exist in the state.
D4. Describe any cooperative arrangements or affiliations with other institutions in
establishing this program. (Signed copies of any agreements pertaining to use of faculty,
library, equipment, and facilities should be attached.)
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a. How does this program align to academic programs at other institutions?
N/A. No similar Ph.D. programs exist in the state.
b. Are recipients of this credential accepted into programs at the next degree level
without issue?
N/A. This is a terminal degree.
c. How does this program of study interface with degree programs at the level below
them?
Currently, URI has Master’s degree programs in the areas of Communicative Disorders,
Human Development and Family Studies, Kinesiology and Nutrition and Food Sciences
that may act as feeder programs into the Ph.D. program. A new Ph.D. program will serve
to enhance the training, mentorship and research abilities of undergraduate and master’s
students by providing vertical research teams. It is anticipated the master’s and doctoral
students may take some courses in common.

D5. If external affiliations are required, identify providing agencies (indicate the status of
any arrangements made and append letters of agreement, if appropriate).
External affiliations are not required.
D6. Indicate whether the program will be available to students under the New England
Board of Higher Education’s (NEBHE) Regional Student Program (RSP).
The PhD in Health Sciences will be available to students under the NEBHE Regional
Student Program for all New England states.
E.

PROGRAM: The program should meet a recognized educational need and be delivered in an
appropriate mode.

E1. Prepare a typical curriculum display for one program cycle for each sub-major, specialty
or option, including the following information:
Ph.D. in Health Sciences is reflective of the college name. We view the term “health
sciences” as a non-specific umbrella term that reflects the variety of disciplines that
make up the college. The PhD program in Health Sciences has four subplans:
Communicative Disorders, Human Development and Family Studies, Kinesiology and
Nutrition and Food Sciences.
a. Name of courses, departments, and catalog numbers and brief descriptions for new
courses, preferably as these will appear in the catalog.
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Credit Requirements
A minimum of 72 credit hours post-baccalaureate is required for the Ph.D. Up to 30 credits
from a previously-earned master’s degree can be applied toward the PhD if related to the
discipline (i.e., sub-plan). A minimum of 42 credits must be taken at the University of Rhode
Island. Required course work, research credits and dissertation credits depend on the
preparation and study plan of the individual student. All degree candidates are required to
prepare a Program of Study in consultation with their major professor and doctoral committee.
Written and oral comprehensive examinations and a defense of dissertation are required.
All credit requirements are minimum recommendations. The major professor and doctoral
committee may require additional coursework and research credits, with specific requirements
made on a case-by-case basis.
Curriculum: 42 credits (minimum). A student’s formal curriculum plan will include an
interdisciplinary seminar, course work and research/dissertation credits. The doctoral degree in
Health Sciences is designed to foster excellence in research. Students will be involved in active
research projects throughout their PhD program through completion of a dissertation (minimum
of 18 credits) and other research experiences (maximum of 9 credits). Students are highly
encouraged to complete at least one interdisciplinary research experience (3 or more credits of
691 in a different subplan) as part of their program of study. Students will establish their
programmatic expertise by completing all dissertation credits in their chosen sub plan.
Seminar
• CHS 601 Seminar in Health Sciences (1 credit); repeated three times (for 3 credits total)
Course Work
• 12 credits including a minimum of 6 credits in statistics and/or research methods (such
as the following) and the remaining credits in discipline or career related courses.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

CMD 504 Research in Communicative Disorders
EDP 612 Qualitative Analysis in Educational Research (3 credits)
HDF 570 Research in Human Development and Family Studies
KIN 530 Research Methods and Design in Exercise Science
NFS 505 Methods in Nutrition Research
NUR 651 Advanced Methods in Nursing Research I (Qualitative Methods)
PSY/STA 532 Experimental Design (3 credits)
PSY 533 Advanced Quantitative Methods in Psychology (3 credits)
PSY 611 Methods of Psychological Research and Experimental Design (3 credits)
STA 501 Analysis of Variance and Variance Components
STA 502 Applied Regression Analysis
STA 520 Fundamentals of Sampling and Application
STA 535 Statistical Methodology in Clinical Trials
STA 536 Applied Longitudinal Analysis
STA 541 Multivariate Statistical Methods
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Research
• A total of 27 credits using a combination of special projects (691) and dissertation (699)
credits, with no less than 18 credits for the dissertation. Each subplan has a dissertation
research course (i.e., NFS 699, KN 699, HDF 699, CMD 699). Dissertation credits must be
taken in the sub plan that the student is completing.
New Course Descriptions
CHS 601 Seminar in Health Sciences (1 credit)
Reports and discussions of current topics in health sciences, as well as oral reports of dissertation
research topics in progress.
CMD 691 Research in Communicative Disorders (1-3 credits)
Assigned research on an advanced level. Students are required to outline the problem, conduct
the necessary literature survey and experimental work, and present their observations and
conclusions in a report. (Independent Study). May be repeated for up to 6 credits.
HDF 691 Research in Human Development and Family Studies (1-3 credits)
Assigned research on an advanced level. Students are required to outline the problem, conduct
the necessary literature survey and experimental work, and present their observations and
conclusions in a report. (Independent Study). May be repeated for up to 6 credits.
KIN 691 Research in Kinesiology (1-3 credits)
Assigned research on an advanced level. Students are required to outline the problem, conduct
the necessary literature survey and experimental work, and present their observations and
conclusions in a report. (Independent Study). May be repeated for up to 6 credits.
CMD 699 Doctoral Dissertation Research (1-12 credits)
Number of credits is determined each semester in consultation with the major professor or
program committee. (Independent Study). S/U credit.
HDF 699 Doctoral Dissertation Research (1-12 credits)
Number of credits is determined each semester in consultation with the major professor or
program committee. (Independent Study). S/U credit.
KIN 699 Doctoral Dissertation Research (1-12 credits)
Number of credits is determined each semester in consultation with the major professor or
program committee. (Independent Study). S/U credit.
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Curriculum Display
YEAR 1
Fall Semester
Statistics/Methods (3 cr)
CHS 601 (1 cr)
Subplan Course (3 cr)

Spring Semester
Statistics/Methods (3 cr)
Research/691 (3 cr)
YEAR 2

Fall Semester
CHS 601 (1 cr)
Subplan Course (3 cr)
Research/691 (3 cr)

Spring Semester
Research/691 (3 cr)
Dissertation/699 (3 cr)
YEAR 3

Fall Semester
Dissertation/699 (6 cr)
CHS 601 (1 cr)

Spring Semester
Dissertation/699 (9 cr)

b. Are there specializations and/or tracks/options/sub-plans/concentrations?
If so, describe required courses in area of specialization or tracks/options/subplans/concentrations.
Yes. There are four sub-plans that align with the four disciplines that make up this
program. Students will take 6 credits of disciplinary (related to sub-plan) course work.
All dissertation credits are taken within the subplan.
Transcripts will reflect the following sub-plans:
Degree = PhD in Health Sciences
Plan = Health Sciences
Sub-plans = Communicative Disorders, Human Development and Family Studies,
Kinesiology, and Nutrition and Food Sciences
PhD in Health Sciences Sub-Plans
The PhD in Health Sciences subplans:
• Communicative Disorders
• Human Development and Family Studies
• Kinesiology
• Nutrition and Food Sciences
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Sub-Plan in Communicative Disorders Requirements:
• Seminar: 3 credits
• Course Work: 12 credits including a minimum of 6 credits in statistics and/or research
methods and the remaining credits in discipline (CMD) or career related courses
• Research: 27 credits including a minimum of 18 credits of CMD 699
Sub-Plan in Human Development and Family Studies Requirements:
• Seminar: 3 credits
• Course Work: 12 credits including a minimum of 6 credits in statistics and/or research
methods and the remaining credits in discipline (HDF) or career related courses
• Research: 27 credits including a minimum of 18 credits of HDF 699
Sub-Plan in Kinesiology Requirements:
• Seminar: 3 credits
• Course Work: 12 credits including a minimum of 6 credits in statistics and/or research
methods and the remaining credits in discipline (KIN) or career related courses
• Research: 27 credits including a minimum of 18 credits of KIN 699
Sub-plan in Nutrition and Food Sciences Requirements:
• Seminar: 3 credits
• Course Work: 12 credits including a minimum of 6 credits in statistics and/or research
methods and the remaining credits in discipline (NFS) or career related courses
• Research: 27 credits including a minimum of 18 credits of NFS 699

c. Course distribution requirements, if any, within program.
There are no course distribution requirements.
d. Total number of free electives available after specialization requirements are
satisfied.
The Ph.D. degree requires a minimum of 72 post-baccalaureate credits with a maximum
of 30 credits coming from a master’s degree. All of the 42 designated credits are
required courses and there are no electives. Some incoming students with a master’s
degree may be from a non-thesis program. Those students will be required to complete
an additional 6-credit research competency similar in scope to a master’s thesis or
provide evidence of research competency in the form of other projects, publications or
similar research experiences. Additional courses may be required based on the students’
background upon entry to the program.
Students will be permitted to waive required core courses if they had substantially
similar courses in their previous graduate work, based on a review of the previous
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course syllabus. Waivers do not include course credit. Students with waived core
courses will take a greater number of electives.
e. Total number of credits required for completion of program or for graduation.
Present evidence that the program is of appropriate length as illustrated by
conformity with appropriate accrediting agency standards, applicable industry
standards, or other credible measure, and comparability of lengths with similar
programs in the state or region.
Applicants must have a post-baccalaureate degree prior to acceptance into the Ph.D.
program. A minimum of 72 hours past the baccalaureate is required for the PhD, with a
minimum of 42 credits being taken at URI. Total degree requirements will be determined
in consultation with the major professor and doctoral committee. This represents the URI
minimum requirements and is traditional for PhD programs nationwide.
f. Identify any courses that will be delivered or received by way of distance learning
(refer to Policy on Distance Learning, Council on Postsecondary Education, State of
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations).
No courses will be delivered by distance learning.
g. Is the program content guided by program-specific accreditation standards or
other outside guidance?
This program is not guided by accreditation standards.
E2. Describe certification/licensing requirements, if any, for program graduates and the
degree to which completion of the required course work meets said requirements.
Indicate the agencies and timetables for graduates to meet those requirements.
There are no certification/licensing requirements.
E3. Demonstrate that student learning is assessed based on clear statements of learning
outcomes and expectations and provide an assessment plan.
a. Include the learning goals (what students are expected to gain, achieve, know, or
demonstrate by completion of the program) requirements for each program.
•
•

Goal 1: Graduates will develops a breadth and depth of knowledge in order to
advance their field within the health sciences.
Goal 2: Graduates will be prepared as scholarly research professionals their field
within the health sciences.

b. Demonstrate that student learning is assessed based on clear statements of learning
outcomes and expectations.
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Goal 1
1.1 Students demonstrate a breadth of knowledge in core principles within their
discipline.
1.2 Students use existing scholarship to advance their depth of knowledge within
their discipline.
Goal 2
2.1: Students will apply scientific method to focused issues in order to develop the
skills needed to conduct independent research and contribute to the current
knowledge base within their discipline.
2.2: Students apply statistical procedures to manage, analyze, interpret and respond
to patterns and trends in quantitative and qualitative data.
2.4: Students will be effective communicators of discipline-specific information.
c. Provide an assessment plan detailing what a student should know and be able to do
at the end of the program and how the skills and knowledge will be assessed.
Consult with the Office of Student Learning, Outcomes Assessment, and
Accreditation (SLOAA) when preparing the Learning Outcomes Assessment Plan
for student learning assessment. Following consultation, submit a final draft of the
plan to the Chair of the Learning Outcomes Oversight Committee (LOOC) for
approval by the full Learning Outcomes Oversight Committee.
See Appendix for the assessment plan and approval by Learning Outcomes Oversight
Committee.
F.

FACULTY AND STAFF: The faculty and support staff for the program should be sufficient
in number and demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and other attributes necessary to the
success of the program.
F1. Describe the faculty who will be assigned to the program. Indicate total full-time
equivalent (FTE) positions required for the program, the proportion of program faculty
who will be in tenure-track positions, and whether faculty positions will be new positions
or reassignment of existing positions. What are the minimal degree level and
academic/technical field requirements and certifications required for teaching in this
program?
Existing graduate faculty in the departments of Communicative Disorders, Human
Development and Family Studies, Kinesiology, and Nutrition and Food Sciences will serve in
the Ph.D. program. No additional faculty will be required. As the program continues to grow,
new faculty may be incorporated into the Ph.D. program through hiring plans in the various
departments. A Director of the Ph.D. in Health Sciences will be appointed from current faculty
and will receive release time equivalent to one course during the first year of the program and
two courses per academic year in subsequent years for the administration of this program and
teaching the seminar.
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F2. List anticipated support staff, the percent of their time to be spent in the program, and
whether these are reassignments or new positions. Indicate total full-time equivalent
(FTE) positions required for the program.
Current clerical staff in the Dean’s office will provide support for this program.
F3. Summarize the annual costs for faculty and support staff by indicating salaries and
fringe benefits (adjusted for the proportion of time devoted to the program). Distinguish
between existing resources and new resources. Specify in the narrative if resources are
to be provided by more than one department. Include the salary and benefits
information on the Rhode Island Office of Postsecondary Commissioner budget form
(https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/
A Director of the Ph.D. in Health Sciences will be appointed from current faculty and will
receive release time equivalent to one course in the first year of the program and two courses
per academic year thereafter for the administration of this program and teaching the CHS
seminar (CHS 601). This may result in hiring one per-course instructor in year one and two
per-course instructors per year thereafter. We are conservatively using $8616.00 for each
release in case the courses being covered have 50-99 students (FY 2021, $8616.00; FY 20222024, $17232.00). We will not use per course instructors for classes with 100 or more
students.
There is one new course, CHS 601 Seminar (1 credit) that will be taught each fall by the PhD
Director as part of his/her course release(s). No additional funding beyond what is outlined in
the previous paragraph is needed to teach new CHS courses. Beginning in year three, we are
conservatively budgeting $8616.00 to cover additional sections of statistics courses should
this PhD program impact the number of sections offered by the Psychology and/or Computer
Science and Statistics departments.
We are also requesting a student travel budget; doctoral students are expected to present their
research at professional conferences particularly to gain employment at the end of their
program. Amount FY2020, $10,000.00; FY 2021 $12,000.00; FY2022, $14,000.00; FY 2023,
$15,000.00.
G.

STUDENTS: The program should be designed to provide students with a course of study that
will contribute to their intellectual, social, and economic well-being. Students selected should
have the necessary potential and commitment to complete the program successfully.
G1. Describe the potential students for the program and the primary source of students.
Indicate the extent to which the program will attract new students or will draw students
from existing programs and provide a specific rationale for these assumptions. For
graduate programs, indicate which undergraduate programs would be a potential source
of students.
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This program will draw from existing graduate degree programs and will attract new students
to URI. Students who receive a Master’s degree from URI will be able to apply for continued
doctoral studies in Health Sciences. Students will have a foundational understanding of their
home discipline and will use graduate studies extend their research knowledge and capability
to be an independent researcher. Potential students will come from Communicative Disorders,
Human Development and Family Studies, Kinesiology, and Nutrition and Food Sciences.
There are currently seven Ph.D. students in Nutrition enrolled in the Biological and
Environmental Sciences Ph.D. program, housed in the College of the Environment and Life
Sciences (CELS), the previous home of the Nutrition and Food Sciences Department. These
students will change to the Ph.D. program in the College of Health Sciences upon approval of
this proposal with the potential of graduating with a PhD in Health Sciences beginning in May
2020.
G2. Estimate the proposed program size and provide projected annual full-time, part-time,
and FTE enrollments for one complete cycle of the program. Provide a specific rationale
for the assumptions made in the projections. Depending on the nature of the program,
use the FTE or part-time estimates of enrollment on the Rhode Island Office of
Postsecondary Commissioner budget form
(https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/
The growth of the program will take time, particularly as we work to identify funding.
Because the program will draw students from many disciplines, we conservatively anticipate
two to four new full-time doctoral students each year for years 1-3 of the program, in addition
to the existing Nutrition doctoral students. Due to limited funding (initially), we also
anticipate 2-3 part-time students.
The addition of doctoral students is anticipated to improve research productivity and make the
College of Health Sciences more competitive for external research funding. Because we will
draw students from varied backgrounds, we anticipate a total of 14-18 doctoral students in
five to seven years.
G3. Indicate how the institution provides programs and services designed to assist students in
achieving their academic goals.
The departments involved will support students by making available faculty who are engaged,
have expertise in a wide variety of health-related areas, and who are dedicated to student
success. In fact, the Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences already has a robust history of
producing outstanding Ph.D. graduates. Students will be supported by research assistantships
and teaching assistantships, and will have access to university resources such as the library
and state-of-the-art research laboratories. Currently, there are limited research assistantships
available; it is anticipated that these opportunities will grow with the addition of doctoral
students and the recent addition of new faculty who are focused on research.
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G4. List the program admission and retention requirements for students. Provide
descriptions of the specific criteria and methods used to assess students’ ability to benefit
from the program. Describe how satisfactory academic progress will be determined.
Admission requirements: Applicants must have a post-baccalaureate degree in Communicative
Disorders, Human Development and Family Studies, Kinesiology, Nutrition and Food Sciences
or other appropriate discipline and must submit a personal statement describing research
interests, experience and goals. Up to 30 credits from a previously-earned master’s degree may
be applied toward the PhD if the prior degree is in Communicative Disorders, Human
Development and Family Studies, Kinesiology, Nutrition and Food Sciences. Transfer credits
for students with degrees in other related disciplines will assessed on a case-by-case basis.
Applicants with course deficiencies will be expected to take additional coursework to ensure
expertise. It is expected that the applicant will contact prospective research mentors to discuss
the potential for graduate study.
Retention requirements: A minimum of 72 hours past the baccalaureate is required for the PhD,
with 42 credits being taken at the University of Rhode Island. Required course work and
research/dissertation credits depend on the preparation and study plan of the individual
students. All degree candidates are required to prepare a Program of Study in consultation with
their major professor and doctoral committee. Written and oral comprehensive examinations
and a defense of dissertation are required.
All students are subject to rules governing dismissal put forward by the Graduate School and
presented in the Graduate School Manual (sections 4.9 and 4.95).
G5. Indicate available funds for assistantships, scholarships and fellowships. Include this
information on the Rhode Island Office of Postsecondary Commissioner budget form
(https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/
Students will be eligible to apply for teaching assistantships; currently, CHS has a total of 45
teaching assistantships spread across 7 departments. Faculty with external funding may
provide research assistantships. Students will be encouraged to apply for scholarships and
fellowships in interdisciplinary health sciences and individual disciplines. Some examples
include the URI Research Foundation’s grant and fellowships, as well as grants and
fellowships from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, USDA, and
National Institute for Mental Health.
H.

ADMINISTRATION: Administrative oversight for the program should be sufficient to ensure
quality.
H1. Indicate how the program will be administered and the degree to which this work will
affect the administrative structure in which it is located.
The program will be administered by the Director of the Ph.D. in Health Sciences with input
from an internal advisory board. Members of the internal advisory board will be nominated by
chairs of the departments offering subplans and appointed by the Dean of CHS for a three16

year term. There will be one member from each department included in the Ph.D. program.
The director will be appointed for three years by the Dean of CHS (with input from the
internal advisory committee) following an open nomination period. All advisory committee
members and the director are eligible to vote on matters.
The director and advisory board members will oversee admissions, curriculum, and advising.
Admission and degree progression will be handled in the department where the major
professor is housed.
H2. Indicate the titles of the persons who will have administrative responsibility for the
program and the percent of time each will spend on the program.
Program Director - 25% of their time
H3. Indicate additional annual administrative salaries and related costs to be associated with
the program. Distinguish between existing resources and new resources. Include this
information on the Rhode Island Office of Postsecondary Commissioner budget form
(https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/
There will be no new administrative salaries associated with this program. The College of
Health Sciences will provide 15% of one clerical staff to perform office and related
administrative duties. The Director will be given a one-course release during year 1 of the
program and a two-course annual release thereafter.
I.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: The instructional resources should be sufficient in
quantity, quality, and timeliness to support a successful program.
I1. Estimate the number and cost of relevant print, electronic, and other non-print library
materials needed (and those available) for the program and compare with
recommendations of national accrediting agencies.
None beyond existing resources.
I2. Identify and evaluate other instructional resources and instructional support equipment
(such as computers, laboratory equipment, supplies, clinical space, internships, proctors)
in terms of overall capability to satisfy the needs of the program. If these instructional
resources are considered insufficient or if upgrading is necessary for the development of
the program, the additional needs should be detailed and their cost estimated.
The laboratories and clinics in the College of Health Sciences are well-equipped and will be
used for much of the course needs. Faculty will continue to apply for upgrades to teaching and
research facilities as needs arise. Currently, no significant needs related to this proposal have
been identified.
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I3. Estimate annual expenditures for instructional resources. Distinguish between existing
resources and new resources. The information should reflect the annual operation and
maintenance of the instructional resources, recurrent costs and costs for necessary
additions. Include this information on the Rhode Island Office of Postsecondary
Commissioner budget form (https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/
None. Participating faculty labs and existing instructional facilities will be used.
I4. Provide a Library Impact Statement.
The library impact statement for the new program and for the newly proposed class are
included in the appendix.
J.

FACILITIES AND CAPITAL EQUIPMENT: Facilities and capital equipment should be
sufficient in quantity, quality, and timeliness to support a successful program.
J1. Describe the facilities and capital equipment (e.g., classrooms, office space, laboratories,
and telecommunications equipment) and assess the adequacy of these resources relative
to the program and to the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act and state
disability statues.
Existing resources will be used and upgraded as needed, with the addition of future
anticipated grant-based funds.
J2. If new or renovated facilities are necessary, explain in detail (e.g., requirements, costs,
sources of revenue, and expected date of completion). Include this information on the
Rhode Island Office of Postsecondary Commissioner budget form
(https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/
None needed.
J3. Estimate the annual additional expenditures for new program facilities and capital
equipment. Include this information on the Rhode Island Office of Postsecondary
Commissioner budget form (https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/
None beyond current expenditures for presently taught laboratory-related courses.
J4. Indicate whether the needed facilities are included in the institution’s master plan.
Not applicable.

K.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS: Projected revenues should be sufficient to support a
successful program and must cover the estimated costs of the program.
K1. Expenditures for program initiation and annual operation should be estimated and
displayed in the proposed budget. The summary should enable the reader to understand
expenditures for a period representative of one full program cycle.
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Personnel Expenditures
$8616.00 in FY 2021 and $17,232.00 in FYs 2022-2024 to hire per course due to course
releases for the director of the Ph.D. in Health Sciences program. See section F3 for details.
$8616.00 per year in 2023 and 2024 to cover one additional section of a statistics courses
should this PhD program impact the number of sections offered by the Psychology or Computer
Science and Statistics departments. See section F3 for details.
Operating Expenses
Student travel budget. Doctoral students are expected to present their research at professional
conferences particularly to gain employment at the end of their program. Amount FY2020,
$10,000.00; FY 2021 $12,000.00; FY2022, $14,000.00; FY 2023, $15,000.00.
K2. Revenue estimates should be provided for a similar period of time. For a new program,
the appropriateness and feasibility of instituting differential tuition and/or fees should be
addressed.
NOTE: Excel budget forms (Rhode Island Office of Postsecondary Commissioner
https://www.riopc.edu/page/academic_program/ ) are self-calculating.
Revenue estimates are included in the Excel budget forms. There are currently seven Ph.D.
students in Nutrition enrolled in the Biological and Environmental Sciences Ph.D. program,
housed in the College of the Environment and Life Sciences (CELS), the previous home of
the Nutrition and Food Sciences Department. These students will transfer to the Ph.D.
program in the College of Health Sciences upon approval of this proposal. We anticipate a
gradual increase in the number of PhD students after program approval, particularly once the
program is fully promoted and the faculty are actively recruiting students.
For the department of Nutrition and Food Sciences, the estimated new revenue is based on
consideration of past grant productivity and new faculty hires (note: SNAP-Ed and EFNEP
generates $1,650,000 per year but is not included in this revenue estimation). The revenue
estimation for the remainder of the departments is a very conservative estimation based on the
addition of doctoral students and recent faculty hires with higher research workloads.

CMD
HDF
KIN
NFS
Total

FY20
0
0
0
$400,000
$400,000

FY 21
0
$30,000
$25,000
$400,000
$455,000

FY22
$25,000
$50,000
$50,000
$400,000
$525,000

FY23
$25,000
$50,000
$50,000
$400,000
$525,000

K3. Describe how current institutional resources will be redeployed or extra institutional
resources will be obtained to support the program (e.g., describe program eliminations,
staff reallocations and/or external sources of monies).
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Staff reallocation: Suzanne Chapin (Administrative Assistant II, CHS Dean’s Office) will devote
15% of her time to the PhD program Higher Education. This will be accomplished through
streamlining current procedures in the CHS Student Services office.
External Funds: We are expecting an increase in external grant funding as described above.
L.

EVALUATION: Appropriate criteria for evaluating the success of a program should be
developed and used.
L1. List the performance measures by which the institution plans to evaluate the program.
Indicate the frequency of measurement and the personnel responsible for performance
measurements. Describe provisions made for external evaluation, as appropriate.
The institution will examine program profiles and look at student numbers, time to degree, and
placement upon graduation. The URI program assessment process will be incorporated into
the review process.
L2. Describe and quantify the program’s criteria for success.
The criteria for success include the following:
Attracting high quality students as measured by undergraduate and master’s student records
(grades, research and professional profiles of students admitted into the program).
Graduating and placing students who become leaders in a health field. Success will be
measured according to the percentage of incoming students who complete the program within
150% of normal time to completion. Success will also be represented according to student job
placement upon graduation.
Enhancing the reputation of URI through increased publications, funding, and collaboration
with scientists and healthcare providers on national and international levels. Criteria for
measuring success include the amount of external revenue generated through grants and other
mechanisms, the number of publications produced, and the number of successful collaborations
that are realized.
L3. If the proposed program is eligible for specialized accreditation, indicate name and
address of the accrediting agency and a list of accreditation requirements. If specialized
accreditation is available but not sought, indicate reasons.
N/A
L4. Describe the process that communicates the results of the program evaluation to
appropriate institutional stakeholders and uses the outcomes for program improvement.
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Periodic evaluation reports will be provided by the PhD program internal advisory committee
and forwarded to the Dean of the College of Health Sciences, and the Dean of the Graduate
School.
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APPENDIX
Library Impact Statements
• Program
• CHS 601
• CMD, HDF, KIN 691
• CMD, HDF, KIN 699
Letters of Support
Outcome Assessment Plan and Approval
Budget and Approval
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LIBRARY IMPACT STATEMENT (New Program Proposal)
LIBRARIAN’S ASSESSMENT
The Collection Management Officer will complete this form as requested, assessing library
materials and collections as detailed below, returning. Subject selectors who receive requests for
Library Impact Statements for new programs should forward those requests to the CMO.

Program: PhD in Health Sciences_______________________________________
Department, College: College of Health Sciences__________________________________
Faculty Member: Deborah Riebe______________________________________________
Date Received: Nov 28, 2018
Date returned to Faculty: Nov 29, 2018________________________________________
Librarian Completing Assessment: Joanna M. Burkhardt___________________________
Collection Management Officer: Joanna M. Burkhardt____________________________

Assessment of:
•
•
•
•

Suitability of existing library resources;
New library resources required to support the program;
Information skills education required by the students; and
Funds needed for library materials and services.

Please include:
1. What library holdings already exist in relevant subject categories? How much money
is now allocated in the program subject area?
The URI Libraries have current holdings in all relevant subject categories. The 2018-19
allocations for monographic purchases are as follows: Communicative Disorders
$1500; HDF $2500; Kinesiology $2,000; Nutrition and Food Science $3,000; Physical
Therapy $1500. The cost of journal subscriptions is not broken out by Department or
College.
2. Does URI have the essential journals as noted in the Faculty Questionnaire?
URI has all of the essential journals noted in the Faculty Questionnaire, all of which
have online access.
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3. What new resources are required to support the program (including media, electronic,
or other non-print materials)?
No new library resources are required to support this program.
4. What information mastery sessions will be required for the students?
No information mastery sessions are required for the students. At the PhD level, most
students will have some expertise in finding and using information. However,
students requiring assistance may receive help at the Reference Desk or from a
member of the Public Services Department, as needed.
5. What is the approximate cost to acquire the materials necessary? Which of these will
be continuing costs?
There are no new costs associated with this program.

rev 3-2-17
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LIBRARY IMPACT STATEMENT (New Course Proposal)
LIBRARIAN’S ASSESSMENT
Subject selectors will complete this form as requested, assessing library materials and collections
as detailed below. Send one copy of the assessment to the faculty member who requested it.
Send one copy of the assessment to the Collection Management Officer.

Course: CHS 601: Seminar in Health Sciences____________________________________
Department, College: College of Health Sciences_________________________________
Faculty Member: Deborah Riebe____________________________________________
Date received: 11/28/18
Date returned to Faculty: _11/29/18____________________________________
Librarian Completing Assessment: Joanna M. Burkhardt____________________________
Collection Management Officer: Joanna M. Burkhardt_____________________________

Assessment of:
•
•
•
•

Suitability of existing library resources;
New library resources required to support the program;
Information skills education required by the students; and
Funds needed for library materials and services.

Please include:
6. What library holdings already exist in relevant subject categories. How much money
is now allocated in the subject area?
The library has current holdings in relevant subject categories. The 2018-19 allocation
for monographic purchases is as follows: Communicative Disorders $1500; HDF
$2,000; Kinesiology $2,000; Nutrition and Food Science $3,000; Physical Therapy
$1500. The cost of journals is not broken out by Department or College.
7. Does URI have the essential journals as noted in the Faculty Questionnaire?
URI has online access to all of the essential journals noted in the Faculty
Questionnaire.
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8. What new resources are required to support the course (including media, electronic,
or other non-print materials)?
No new library resources are required to support this course. Faculty are welcome to
suggest additions to the monograph collection using existing subject allocations.
9. What information mastery sessions will be required for the students?
No information mastery sessions will be required for the students.
10. What is the approximate cost to acquire the materials necessary? Which of these will
be continuing costs?
There are no new costs to the library for materials for this course.

Rev 6/16/15 jmb
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LIBRARY IMPACT STATEMENT (New Course Proposal)
LIBRARIAN’S ASSESSMENT
Subject selectors will complete this form as requested, assessing library materials and collections
as detailed below. Send one copy of the assessment to the faculty member who requested it.
Send one copy of the assessment to the Collection Management Officer.

Course: CMD 691; HDF 691; KIN 691; Dissertation Research in….._
Department, College: CMD, HDF, KIN, College of Health Sciences_________
Faculty Member: Deborah Riebe_______________________________________
Date received: 11/28/18
Date returned to Faculty: _11/29/18______________________________________
Librarian Completing Assessment: Joanna M. Burkhardt___________________________
Collection Management Officer: Joanna M. Burkhardt ______________________
Assessment of:
•
•
•
•

Suitability of existing library resources;
New library resources required to support the program;
Information skills education required by the students; and
Funds needed for library materials and services.

Please include:
11. What library holdings already exist in relevant subject categories. How much money
is now allocated in the subject area?
The library has current holdings in relevant subject categories. The 2018-19 allocation
for monographic purchases is as follows: Communicative Disorders $1500; HDF
$2,000; Kinesiology $2,000; Nutrition and Food Science $3,000; Physical Therapy
$1500. The cost of journals is not broken out by Department or College.
12. Does URI have the essential journals as noted in the Faculty Questionnaire?
URI has online access to all of the essential journals noted in the Faculty Questionnaire.
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13. What new resources are required to support the course (including media, electronic,
or other non-print materials)?
No new library resources are required to support this course. Faculty are welcome to
suggest additions to the monograph and/or media collection using existing subject
allocations.
14. What information mastery sessions will be required for the students?
No information mastery sessions will be required for the students.
15. What is the approximate cost to acquire the materials necessary? Which of these will
be continuing costs?
There are no new costs to the library for materials for this course.

Rev 6/16/15 jmb
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LIBRARY IMPACT STATEMENT (New Course Proposal)
LIBRARIAN’S ASSESSMENT
Subject selectors will complete this form as requested, assessing library materials and collections
as detailed below. Send one copy of the assessment to the faculty member who requested it.
Send one copy of the assessment to the Collection Management Officer.

Course: CMD 699; HDF 699; KIN 699; : Doctoral Dissertation Research_
Department, College: CMD, HDF, HLT, KIN, PHT, College of Health Sciences_________
Faculty Member: Deborah Riebe_______________________________________
Date received: 11/28/18
Date returned to Faculty: _11/29/18______________________________________
Librarian Completing Assessment: Joanna M. Burkhardt___________________________
Collection Management Officer: Joanna M. Burkhardt ______________________
Assessment of:
•
•
•
•

Suitability of existing library resources;
New library resources required to support the program;
Information skills education required by the students; and
Funds needed for library materials and services.

Please include:
16. What library holdings already exist in relevant subject categories. How much money
is now allocated in the subject area?
The library has current holdings in relevant subject categories. The 2018-19 allocation
for monographic purchases is as follows: Communicative Disorders $1500; HDF
$2,000; Kinesiology $2,000; Nutrition and Food Science $3,000; Physical Therapy
$1500. The cost of journals is not broken out by Department or College.
17. Does URI have the essential journals as noted in the Faculty Questionnaire?
URI has online access to all of the essential journals noted in the Faculty Questionnaire.
18. What new resources are required to support the course (including media, electronic,
or other non-print materials)?
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No new library resources are required to support this course. Faculty are welcome to
suggest additions to the monograph and/or media collection using existing subject
allocations.
19. What information mastery sessions will be required for the students?
No information mastery sessions will be required for the students.
20. What is the approximate cost to acquire the materials necessary? Which of these will
be continuing costs?
There are no new costs to the library for materials for this course.

Rev 6/16/15 jmb
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